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Fractional Currency Fourth and Fifth Issues
Papers and Printing

By M. R. Friedberg

During the 2nd Session of the 43rd Congress, the
committee on Banking and Currency of the House of
Representatives conducted an investigation of the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing.

The results of their investigation and the testimony
given before the committee is printed in the documents
of The House of Representatives as Serial No. 1659, Re-
port No. 150 dated February 16, 1875.

Particularly interesting to the fractional currency
collector is a detailing of the paper and printing of the
4th and 5th issues. In direct testimony by Geo. B.
McCartee, Chief of the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing; George S. Boutwell, former Secretary of the Trea-
sury; Wm. A. Richardson, Secretary of the Treasury;
J. M. Wellstood of the Columbian Bank Note Co.; and
J. M. Wilcox, President of J. M. Wilcox & Co. (paper
makers), the following factual data is revealed:
(Parenthetical notes are the writer's).

FOURTH ISSUE

The first notes were issued in July, August and Sep-
tember 1869, on a paper having minute pink fibers dis-
tributed throughout, with a repetitive single-lined water-
mark of the letters US (United States) over the entire
sheet. On July 21, 1869, Secretary Boutwell issued
notice that he had adopted a distinctive paper having
"the introduction of colored silk, cotton, or other fiberous
material in the body of the paper while in the process
of manufacture as one of its peculiarities" and made it a
felony for any person to have in his possession such
paper similar to that adopted by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

The use of the watermark proved to weaken the paper
and was discontinued after a short time. However, the
distributive pink fiber was never discontinued and the
first counterfeits were detected by the Treasury Depart-
ment because of the missing fibers.

J. M. Wilcox & Co. was the exclusive supplier of the
paper used for the 4th and 5th issues, and they further
developed and patented a method for depositing a local-
ized strip of blue-colored jute-fiber on one side of the
sheet and along both edges of the sheet of paper in
addition to the fibers distributed throughout the paper.
This "localized fiber paper" was adopted and used ex-
clusively after December 1871.

The notes of the 4th issue were printed by a combine
of the American Bank Note Company and National Bank
Note Company, but the seal was printed and the notes
AA ere trimmed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

In 1871, the Treasury Department started a secret
process of "sizing" and waterproofing of the paper. (The

writer postulates that the first usage of this "sizing" is
the cause of the "orange," "chocolate brown" and
"purple brown" seals noted on certain notes, and the
"sizing" chemicals were then adjusted to prevent inter-
action with the ink used in printing the seal. Further,
the "pink face" notes were undoubtedly caused by con-
tamination of the sizing material.)

The testimony indicates that previously cataloged data
describing sheet size and number of notes per sheet is
incorrect. The testimony is as follows:

NOTE VALUE SHEET SIZE SUBJECTS OBV. REV.
PER

SHEET

10c 111/2" x 143/4 " 20	 ABC NBC
15c 111/2" x 12 1/2" 15	 ABC NBC
25c 111/2" x 13 7/2 " 15	 NBC ABC
50c (Lincoln) 11 1/2 " x 141/2" 15	 ABC NBC

ABC—Printed by American Bank Note Co.
NBC	 Printed by National Bank Note Co.

(Note that seals of all notes were printed by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing.)

In January 1870, the 50c having been successfully
counterfeited, a new note was issued (50c Stanton)
having the back printed by American Bank Note Co. and
the obverse and seal by the Bureau on 91/4 " x 153/4"
blue-end, localized-fiber paper with 16 subjects to the
sheet.

In November 1871, the authorities decided to change
the character of the paper (to blue-end, localized-fiber)
and new plates were made for the 10, 15 and 25c notes:

NOTE VALUE
	

SHEET SIZE SUBJECTS OBV.	 REV.
PER

SHEET

10c	 71/2 " x 163/4"	 16	 ABC
	

NBC
15c	 81/4" x 163/4"	 16	 NBC

	
ABC

25c	 83/4" x 163/4"	 16 NBC ABC

In June 1873, the 50c notes were again counterfeited.
Because a new issue then became necessary, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury gave the printing of the new "backs"
(50c Dexter) to the National Bank Note Co.-50c backs.
size 81/9 " x 163/4", 14 subjects, with the faces and seals
again done by the Bureau.

FIFTH ISSUE

In January 1874, a new contract was made with the
Columbian Bank Note Co. for the printing of the backs
of a new 10c and 25c note with the faces and seals by
the Bureau as follows:
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NOTE VALUE
	

SHEET SIZE	 SUBJECTS PER SHEET

10c
	

7 1/2 " x 15 3/4 "	 14
25c
	

8" x 153/4"	 14

(Since the report does not mention the 50c Crawford
note of the fifth issue, back by Jos. Carpenter of Phila-
delphia, we must postulate that it was issued after the
date of the report.)

Note that any listings of 4th or 5th issue as being
printed on "plain" paper are incorrect because testimony
states that the absence of the distributed fibers was an
indication of a counterfeit note. The testimony further
states that some counterfeiters tried to print the "fibers"
on the note surface by simply scratching the printing
plate.

We can further assume that notes having lavender or
blue fibers distributed through the pulp used to make
the paper are not a major variety but result from some

scrap from defective "localized fiber" paper mixed back
in the pulp. Thus they are simply notes issued after
January 1870, when the "localized fiber" paper was
adopted for the 50c Stanton.

We should further revise our listings of the 4th issue
to differentiate between "waterproofed" or "sized" and
"unsized" notes. This difference can be detected by
comparison of the "slick" feel of sized notes when com-
pared to the "soft" feel of unsized notes.

The listings of proofs should also indicate that a too-
small 10c proof of the reverse was made by the Colum-
bian Bank Note Co. A mistake was made in transmitting
the size of the new note to the Columbian Bank Note
Co., and the proof prepared was rejected by the Bureau
because it had already engraved the face to a larger
size. Mr. Wellstood of Columbian Bank Note testified
that only a proof from the die was printed.

A corrected listing should be as follows:

ABC—Printed by American Bank Note Co., New York, New York
NBC—Printed by National Bank Note Co., New York, New York
CBC—Printed by Columbian Bank Note Co., Washington, D. C.
CAR—Printed by Jos. R. Carpenter Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
BUR—Printed by Bureau of Engraving & Printing, Washington, D. C.

FOURTH ISSUE

1st Series—July 1869 First Issue Date—all notes watermarked US (repetitive). All paper having minute pink
fibers	 distributed throughout

Note Value Subjects/Sheet Obverse Reverse Seal By
10c 20 ABC NBC BUR
15c 15 NBC ABC BUR
25c 15 NBC ABC BUR
50c (Lincoln) 15 ABC NBC BUR

2nd Series—Watermark discontinued—all paper having minute pink fibers distributed throughout

10c 20 ABC NBC BUR
I5c 15 NBC ABC BUR
25c 15 NBC ABC BUR
50c (Lincoln) 15 ABC NBC BUR

3rd Series—January 1870 First Issue Date—paper having minute pink
ized blue fiber on right end obverse

50c (Stanton)	 16	 BUR

fiber distributed throughout and local-

ABC	 BUR

4th Series-1871 Issue Date—waterproofing (sizing) compound applied to notes of 2nd and 3rd series above

10c No localized fiber 20 ABC NBC BUR
15c No localized fiber 15 NBC ABC BUR
25c No localized fiber 15 NBC ABC BUR
50c With localized fiber 16 BUR ABC BUR

5th Series—November 1871 Issue Date—paper having localized blue fiber on 	 right hand end of obverse plus
minute pink fibers distributed through the paper. 	 All	 paper is coated with waterproofing 	 (sizing)
compound.

10c 16 ABC NBC BUR
15c 16 NBC ABC BUR
25c 16 NBC ABC BUR

6th Series—July 1873 First Issue Date—paper having localized blue fiber on right hand edge of reverse plus
minute pink fibers distributed throughout the paper. All paper is coated with waterproofing (sizing)
compound.

50c (Dexter)	 14	 BUR	 NBC	 BUR

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 113.)
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and forced him to recognize Texas as an independent
nation.

This is not what the rank and file Texans really wanted,
because they were all predominantly American. As
soon as it was feasible they petitioned the United States
for annexation. The Missouri Compromise raised its
head. Texas was slave. This and the facts that Mexico
was still smarting from its defeat by Texas and that the
United States did not care to provoke a Mexican war, left
Texas high and dry. It was forced to carry on as an
independent government for nine years until 1845, when
statehood was finally granted.

From the time that Sam Houston won independence
for Texas until it became a state, there were 13 issues
of warrants and notes. They were issued for a number
of reasons and uses, on a great variety of papers, and
range from handwritten to printed to lithographed. They

are all hard to obtain. Quite a number are signed with
Sam Houston's name, but this was not his signature.
An old wound flared up. and he was unable to use his
hand. The Texas Congress authorized William G. Cooke
to sign these notes for him.

For the further study and identity of these various
notes of the provisional government, government of
Texas. republic of Texas. and the state of Texas. one
should refer to Criswell's Confederate and Southern
States Currency. Space here does not permit the com-
plete treatment that he gives in his new revised edition.

The background of Texas currency is a very intriguing
bit of Americana and I hope that this brief resume of the
historical events leading up to the issuance of these notes
will give you a better insight and appreciation of the
issues themselves.

Fractional Currency Fourth and Fifth Issues

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 111.)

FIFTH ISSUE

July 1874 First Issue Date—paper having localized blue fiber on right hand edge of reverse plus minute pink
fiber distributed throughout the paper. All paper is coated with waterproofing (sizing) compound.

10c See note 1 14 BUR CBC BUR
25c See note 1 14 BUR CBC BUR
50c 14* BUR CAR BUR

*Postulated (no definite proof)

Note 1--No attempt has been made in this listing to differentiate between red and green seals and long and
short key varieties as this listing is based only on information contained in the testimony of Report
No. 150 of the 43rd Congress, 2nd Session.

Gold Certificates
All paper money issued by the United States Govern-

ment for general circulation is redeemable. Holders of
Gold Certificates can no longer convert them into gold but
can receive face value "in dollars," as for any other
type of U. S. paper money.

(GWW)

Did You Know That —

Crisp currency is more desirable to the public than
soft, dirty currency. Banks prefer soft. clean bills be-
cause they are easier to handle. Dirty bills are returned
to Washington D. C., to be washed and ironed at a cost
of 30 cents for each 100 bills. It costs $1.50 to print
100 bills.

Michael B. Kromeki
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